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(e) **Stitching.** All stitching shall be short lock stitch conforming to Stitch Type 301 of Federal Standard No. 751, and there shall be not less than 7 nor more than 9 stitches to the inch.

(f) **Workmanship.** Buoyant vests shall be of first-class workmanship and shall be free from any defects materially affecting their appearance or serviceability.


§ 160.052–6 Construction—nonstandard vests.

(a) **General.** The construction methods used for nonstandard buoyant vests must be equivalent to those requirements in §160.052–5 for a standard vest and also meet the requirements in this section.

(b) **Size.** Each nonstandard vest must contain the following volume of plastic foam buoyant material, determined by the displacement method:

1. Five hundred cubic inches or more for an adult size;
2. Three hundred and fifty cubic inches or more for a child, medium size;
3. Two hundred and twenty-five cubic inches or more for a child, small size.

(c) **Arrangement of buoyant material.** The buoyant material in a nonstandard vest must:

1. Be arranged to hold the wearer in an upright or backward position with head and face out of water;
2. Have no tendency to turn a wearer face downward in the water; and
3. Be arranged so that 70 to 75 percent of the total is located in the front of the vest.

(d) **Neck opening.** Each cloth-covered nonstandard vest must have at the neck opening:

1. A gusset; or
2. Reinforcing tape.

(e) **Adjustment, fit, and donning.** Each nonstandard vest must be made with adjustments to:

1. Fit a range of wearers for the type designed; and
2. Facilitate donning time for an uninitiated person.


§ 160.052–7 Inspections and tests—standard and nonstandard vests.

(a) **General.** Manufacturers of listed and labeled buoyant vests shall—

1. Maintain quality control of the materials used, the manufacturing methods and workmanship, and the finished product to meet the requirements of this subpart by conducting sufficient inspections and tests of representative samples and components produced;
2. Make available to the recognized laboratory inspector and the Coast Guard inspector, upon request, records of tests conducted by the manufacturer and records of materials used during production of the device, including affidavits by supplier; and
3. Permit any examination, inspection, and test required by the recognized laboratory or the Coast Guard for a produced listed and labeled device, either at the place of manufacture or some other location.

(b) **Lot size and sampling.**

1. A lot consists of 500 buoyant vests or fewer.
2. A new lot begins after any change or modification in materials used or manufacturing methods employed.
3. The manufacturer of the buoyant vests shall notify the recognized laboratory when a lot is ready for inspection.
4. The manufacturer shall select samples in accordance with the requirements in Table 160.052–7(b)(4) from each lot of buoyant vests to be tested for buoyancy in accordance with paragraph (e) of this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot size</th>
<th>Number of vests in sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 and under</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 to 200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 to 300</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 to 500</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) The manufacturer shall test—

1. The manufacturer of a personal flotation device must meet 33 CFR 181.701 through 33 CFR 181.705 which require an instruction pamphlet for each device that is sold or offered for sale for use on recreational boats.